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Pe´ter Ba´lint ∗ Ian Melbourne †
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Abstract
For geometric Lorenz attractors (including the classical Lorenz attractor)
we obtain a greatly simplified proof of the central limit theorem which applies
also to the more general class of codimension two singular hyperbolic attractors.
We also obtain the functional central limit theorem and moment estimates,
as well as iterated versions of these results. A consequence is deterministic
homogenisation (convergence to a stochastic differential equation) for fast-slow
dynamical systems whenever the fast dynamics is singularly hyperbolic of codi-
mension two.
1 Introduction
The classical Lorenz attractor for the Lorenz equations [24],
x˙ = 10(y − x), y˙ = 28x− y − xz, z˙ = xy − 8
3
z,
is a prototypical example of a chaotic dynamical system. There has been much interest
in studying rigorously the properties of geometric Lorenz attractors [3, 16] which
resemble the numerically-observed classical Lorenz attractor. A computer-assisted
proof that the attractor for the classical Lorenz equations is indeed a geometric Lorenz
attractor was subsequently provided by [35]. In contrast to Axiom A attractors [34],
the Lorenz attractor contains an equilibrium (steady-state for the flow) and cannot be
structurally stable, though it is robustly nontrivial and transitive [35]. Moreover, the
Lorenz attractor is singular hyperbolic [30] and exhibits strong statistical properties
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such as expansivity [9], the central limit theorem (CLT) [17], moment estimates [28],
and exponential decay of correlations [6].
Recently, [31] (see also previous work of [14]) gave an analytic proof of existence
of geometric Lorenz attractors in the extended Lorenz model
x˙ = y, y˙ = −λy + γx(1− z)− δx3, z˙ = −αz + βx2.
A consequence of the current paper, in conjunction with [8], is that CLTs and moment
estimates hold for these attractors. Exponential decay of correlations remains an
open question: the proof in [6] relies on the existence of a smooth stable foliation for
the flow, which holds for the classical Lorenz attractor [7] but not for the examples
of [14, 31]. (As far as the results on the CLT and moment estimates go, our results for
the extended Lorenz model are completely analytic, whereas results for the classical
Lorenz attractor rely on the computer-assisted proof in [35].)
More generally, our results apply to all singular hyperbolic attractors for three-
dimensional flows. By [30], this incorporates all nontrivial robustly transitive attrac-
tors for three-dimensional flows (including nontrivial Axiom A attractors as well as
classical and geometric Lorenz attractors). Our results apply also to codimension two
singular hyperbolic attractors in arbitrary dimension.
A standard step in the analysis of Lorenz attractors and singular hyperbolic at-
tractors is to consider a suitable Poincare´ map with good nonuniform hyperbolicity
properties. The return time function (roof function) is generally unbounded due to
the presence of steady-states for the flow. Due to this unboundedness, the original
proof of the CLT for the classical Lorenz equations [17] is quite complicated, relying
on an inducing scheme that involves phase-space exclusion arguments of the type
in [12] to remove points that return too quickly to a vicinity of the steady-states.
As we pointed out in an earlier unpublished preprint version of this paper, it is
possible to give a much simpler proof of the CLT than the one in [17]. In this paper,
we provide the details. As in [17], we prove also the functional version, namely the
weak invariance principle (WIP). We also provide moment estimates as advertised
in [28, Section 5.3] and our results apply to the general class of singular hyperbolic
attractors in [8] (it is not clear that the argument in [17] applies in this generality). In
addition, we prove iterated versions of the WIP and moment estimates as advertised
in [18, Section 10.3]. By [18, 19] it is therefore possible to prove homogenisation
results where fast-slow systems converge to a limiting stochastic differential equation.
Remark 1.1 One version of an earlier preprint of this paper was called “Decay of
correlations for flows with unbounded roof function, including the infinite horizon
planar periodic Lorentz gas”. The correlation decay aspects of that preprint were
incorrect and are subsumed by [10]. The remainder of that preprint is the basis of
the current paper.
We note also that a “rearrangement” argument plays a much larger role in the
older versions, but is still useful for optimal moment control when the Lp class of the
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roof function is restricted, see Section 3 and Remark 4.6(ii). (Rearrangement turns
out not to be required for singular hyperbolic attractors where the roof function lies
in Lp for all p <∞.)
1.1 Consequences for singular hyperbolic attractors
A specific example to which our main results apply is the classical Lorenz attractor [24,
35] (or more generally, the class of geometric Lorenz attractors [3, 16]). More generally
still, we consider singular hyperbolic attractors [30].
Definition 1.2 Let Tt : Rn → Rn be a Cr flow where n ≥ 3, r > 1. A compact
invariant set Λ is singular hyperbolic if
(i) All steady-states in Λ are hyperbolic.
(ii) The tangent bundle over Λ can be written as a continuous DTt-invariant sum
TΛM = E
s⊕Ecu, and there exist constants C > 0, λ ∈ (0, 1) such that for all x ∈ Λ,
t ≥ 0,
domination of the splitting: ‖DTt|Esx‖ · ‖DT−t|EcuTtx‖ ≤ Cλt,
uniform contraction along Es: ‖DTt|Esx‖ ≤ Cλt,
volume expansion along Ecu: | det(DTt|Ecux )| ≥ C−1λ−t.
Such an invariant set is codimension two if dimEcux = 2 for x ∈ Λ.
A singular hyperbolic attractor is a singular hyperbolic set that is also an attractor
(attracting and transitive). We recall that Λ is attracting if there exists a positively
invariant set U ⊂ Rn such that Λ = ⋂t≥0 TtU , and that Λ is transitive if there exists
a dense orbit in Λ.
Remark 1.3 (a) If Λ is a codimension two singular hyperbolic attractor and x0 ∈ Λ
is a steady-state, then x0 is Lorenz-like: the linearized vector field at x0 restricted to
Ecux0 has real eigenvalues λ
s, λu satisfying −λu < λs < 0 < λu.
(b) By [8, Section 8.1], an attracting codimension two singular hyperbolic attracting
set admits a spectral decomposition into a finite disjoint union of singular hyperbolic
attractors. Hence, there is no loss of generality in assuming transitivity.
(c) As explained in Section 6, the results for singular hyperbolic attractors described
below make use of [8] which relies heavily on the codimension two assumption. Sta-
tistical properties for singular hyperbolic attractors with dimEcux > 2 remains an
interesting open question.
We now describe the main results of this paper in the setting of codimension
two singular hyperbolic attractors Λ ⊂ Rn. More general statements for flows with
unbounded roof function are given in the body of the paper.
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Notation For a, b ∈ Rd, we define the outer product a⊗ b = abT ∈ Rd×d. For real-
valued functions f, g, the integral
∫
f dg denotes the Itoˆ integral (where defined).
Similarly, for vector-valued functions,
∫
f ⊗ dg denote matrices of Itoˆ integrals. Also∫
f ⊗ ◦dg denote matrices of Stratonovich integrals.
Let η ∈ (0, 1]. Given v : M → Rd, where M is a metric space, define |v|η =
supx 6=x′ |v(x)− v(x′)|/d(x, x′)η and ‖v‖η = |v|∞+ |v|η. Let Cη(M,Rd) be the space of
observables v : M → Rd with ‖v‖η <∞. When d = 1, we write Cη(M).
Similarly, for k ≥ 0 an integer, we write b ∈ Ck,η(Rd ×M,Rd) if b = b(x, y) is Ck
in x uniformly in y, and Cη in y uniformly in x. We write b ∈ Ck+,η(Rd ×M,Rd) if
in addition there exists η′ ∈ (0, 1) such that supy ‖∂bk/∂xk(·, y)‖η′ <∞.
If µ is a specified Borel probability measure on M , then we define Cη0 (M,Rd) =
{v ∈ Cη(M,Rd) : ∫
M
v dµ = 0}.
Let Tt : Rn → Rn denote a flow with codimension two singular hyperbolic attrac-
tor Λ. By [8, 9, 23], there is a unique SRB (Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen) probability measure µ
supported on Λ. In particular, µ is a physical measure: there is an open set U ⊂ Rn
and a subset U ′ ⊂ U with Vol(U \ U ′) = 0 such that limt→∞ t−1vt(x0) =
∫
Λ
v dµ
for every continuous function v : Rn → R and every initial condition x0 ∈ U ′. Here,
vt =
∫ t
0
v◦Ts ds. (In the case of the classical Lorenz attractor, U = R3.) Fix η ∈ (0, 1].
Theorem 1.4 (CLT) Let v ∈ Cη0 (Λ). Then the limit σ2 = limt→∞ t−1
∫
Λ
v2t dµ ex-
ists, and for all c ∈ R,
lim
t→∞
µ(x0 ∈ Λ : t−1/2vt(x0) ≤ c) = (2piσ2)−1/2
∫ c
−∞
e−y
2/(2σ2) dy.
(That is, t−1/2vt →d N(0, σ2) as t → ∞.) Moreover, there is a closed subspace
S ⊂ Cη0 (Λ) of infinite codimension such that σ2 > 0 for all v ∈ Cη0 (Λ) \ S.
Next, let W ∈ C[0, 1] denote Brownian motion with variance σ2 and define
Wn(t) = n
−1/2vnt. We obtain the weak invariance principle:
(WIP) Wn →w W in C[0, 1] as n→∞, for v ∈ Cη0 (Λ).
Also, we obtain the following moment estimate:
(Moments) For any p ∈ (0,∞) there exists C > 0 such that |vt|p ≤ Ct1/2‖v‖η for
all v ∈ Cη0 (Λ), t > 0.
Corollary 1.5 limt→∞
∫
Λ
|t−1/2vt|p dµ = E|Y |p for all p ∈ (0,∞), where Y is nor-
mally distributed with mean zero and variance σ2.
Proof This is a standard consequence of the CLT and moment estimates, see [28,
Lemma 2.1(e)].
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Next we consider iterated versions of the WIP and moment estimates. Let v ∈
Cη0 (Λ,Rd) and define Wn : Λ→ C([0, 1],Rd) as before. Also, define
Wn : Λ→ C([0, 1],Rd×d), Wn(t) =
∫ t
0
Wn ⊗ dWn.
(This is a standard Riemann integral since Wn is C
1 in t.)
Theorem 1.6 (Iterated WIP) The limits
Σ = lim
n→∞
∫
Λ
Wn(1)⊗Wn(1) dµ, E = lim
n→∞
∫
Λ
Wn(1) dµ,
exist and (Wn,Wn) →w (W,W) in C([0, 1],Rd × Rd×d), where W is d-dimensional
Brownian motion with covariance Σ and
W(t) =
∫ t
0
W ⊗ dW + Et =
∫ t
0
W ⊗ ◦dW +Dt, D = E − 1
2
Σ.
Moreover, there is a closed subspace S ⊂ Cη0 (Λ,Rd) of infinite codimension such that
det Σ > 0 for all v ∈ Cη0 (Λ,Rd) \ S.
Remark 1.7 The matrices Σ, D ∈ Rd×d satisfy ΣT = Σ and DT = −D. If in
addition the flow Tt is mixing, then
Σ =
∫∞
0
∫
Λ
(
v ⊗ (v ◦ Tt) + (v ◦ Tt)⊗ v
)
dµ dt,
D = 1
2
∫∞
0
∫
Λ
(
v ⊗ (v ◦ Tt)− (v ◦ Tt)⊗ v
)
dµ dt.
Next, define St =
∫ t
0
∫ s
0
(v ◦ Tr)⊗ (v ◦ Ts) dr ds. We obtain
(Iterated moments) For any p ∈ (0,∞) there exists C > 0 such that |St|p ≤
Ct‖v‖2η for all v ∈ Cη0 (Λ,Rd), t > 0.
Finally, we mention the consequence of these results for deterministic homogeni-
sation. Consider a fast-slow system of the form
x˙ = a(x, y) + −1b(x, y) y˙ = −2g(y),
with x ∈ Rd and y ∈ Λ ⊂ Rn where Λ is a codimension two singular hyperbolic
attractor for the ODE y˙ = g(y). We suppose that x(0) = ξ is fixed and that y(0) is
chosen randomly from the probability space (Λ, µ). Apart from the choice of initial
condition y(0), the system is completely deterministic.
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Theorem 1.8 Suppose that a ∈ C1+,0(Rd×Λ,Rd) and b ∈ C2+,η0 (Rd×Λ,Rd) for some
η ∈ (0, 1]. For v, w ∈ Cη0 (Λ), let B(v, w) = limn→∞ n−1
∫
Λ
∫ n
0
∫ s
0
v ◦Tr w ◦Ts dr ds dµ.
Define a˜ : Rd → Rd and σ : Rd → Rd×d,
a˜i(x) =
∫
Λ
ai(x, y) dµ(y) +
d∑
k=1
B(bk(x, ·), ∂kbi(x, ·)),
(σ(x)σ(x)T )ij = B(bi(x, ·), bj(x, ·)) +B(bj(x, ·), bi(x, ·)),
for i, j = 1, . . . , d.
Then x →w X in C([0, 1],Rd) where X is the unique solution of the SDE
dX = a˜(X) dt+ σ(X) dW, X(0) = ξ.
Proof We apply [19, Theorem 2.3]. Define the bilinear operator
B : Cη0 (Λ)× Cη0 (Λ)→ R, B(u, u′) = lim
n→∞
∫
Λ
∫ 1
0
Wu,n ⊗ dWu′,n dµ,
where Wu,n = n
−1/2unt. By Theorem 1.6, for every m ≥ 1 and v ∈ Cη0 (Λ,Rm), we
have that (Wn,Wn) →w (W,W) in C([0, 1],Rm × Rm×m), and hence in the sense of
finite-dimensional distributions, where W is a Brownian motion and W(t) =
∫ t
0
W ⊗
dW + Et. Moreover,
Eij = lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
Λ
Wn(1)ij dµ = lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
Λ
∫ 1
0
W in dW
j
n dµ = B(v
i, vj),
for i, j = 1, . . . ,m. This is Assumption 2.1 in [19]. Also, Assumption 2.2 in [19]
follows from the moment estimates |vt|p  t1/2 and |St|p  t which hold for all p and
all v ∈ Cη0 (Λ,Rd). Hence, the result follows from [19, Theorem 2.3].
Remark 1.9 The special case a(x, y) = a(x) and b(x, y) = b(x)v(y) with a ∈
C1+(Rd,Rd), b ∈ C2+(Rd,Rd×e), v ∈ Cη0 (Λ,Re), is considered in [18]. For such
fast-slow systems, the limiting SDE takes the form
dX =
{
a(X) +
d∑
α,β,γ=1
Dβγ∂αb
β(X)bαγ(X)
}
dt+ b(X) ◦ dW, X(0) = ξ,
where D is as in Theorem 1.6. (Here bβ(X) is the β’th column of b(X).)
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we prove the
iterated WIP and moment estimates for nonuniformly expanding systems with un-
bounded roof function. In Section 3, we use a rearrangement idea to obtain sharper
moment estimates. Sections 4 and 5 contain the iterated WIP and moment estimates
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for two classes of nonuniformly hyperbolic flows; one where there is exponential con-
traction along stable leaves for the flow, and one where there is a horseshoe structure
as in [36]. Finally, in Section 6 we verify the hypotheses in Section 4 for singular
hyperbolic attractors. As a consequence of this, we obtain all of the results described
in the introduction.
We end this introduction with some basic material on suspensions and inducing.
1.2 Preliminaries on suspensions and inducing
Suspensions Let Tt : M → M be a semiflow defined on a measurable space M .
(We assume that (x, t) 7→ Ttx is measurable from M × [0,∞) → M .) Let X ⊂ M
be a measurable subset with probability measure µX . Suppose that f : X → X is
a measure-preserving transformation and h : X → R+ is an integrable function such
that Th(x)x = fx for all x ∈ X.
Define the suspension Xh = {(x, u) ∈ X × [0,∞) : u ∈ [0, h(x)]}/ ∼ where
(x, h(x)) ∼ (fx, 0). The suspension semiflow ft : Xh → Xh is given by ft(x, u) =
(x, u + t) computed modulo identifications. We obtain an ft-invariant probability
measure on Xh given by µh = (µX × Lebesgue)/h¯ where h¯ =
∫
X
h dµX .
Define pi : Xh → M by pi(x, u) = Tux. This defines a measurable semiconjugacy
from ft to Tt and µM = pi∗µh is a Tt-invariant probability measure on X.
Inducing Let f : X → X be a measurable map defined on a measurable space
X. Let Y ⊂ X be a measurable subset with probability measure µY . Suppose that
F : Y → Y is a measure-preserving transformation and τ : Y → Z+ is an integrable
function such that f τ(y)y = Fy for all y ∈ Y .
Define the tower Y τ = {(y, `) ∈ Y × Z : 0 ≤ ` ≤ τ(y) − 1}. The tower map fˆ :
Y τ → Y τ is given by fˆ(y, `) =
{
(y, `+ 1) ` ≤ τ(y)− 2
(Fy, 0) ` = τ(y)− 1 . We obtain an fˆ -invariant
probability measure on Y τ given by µτ = (µY × counting)/τ¯ where τ¯ =
∫
Y
τ dµY .
Define pi : Y τ → X by pi(y, `) = f `y. This defines a measurable semiconjugacy
from fˆ to f and µY = pi∗µτ is an f -invariant probability measure on X.
Induced roof functions Often these situations are combined, so we have Tt : M →
M , f : X → X and F : Y → Y together with h : X → R+ and τ : Y → Z+ such that
Th = f and f
τ = F .
If µY is an F -invariant probability measure on Y and τ is integrable, then we can
define µX on X as above. If in addition h is integrable, then we can define µM on M
as above. It is convenient to define the induced roof function
H : Y → R+, H(y) = ∑τ(y)−1`=0 h(f `y). (1.1)
Then H is integrable (indeed
∫
Y
H dµY = h¯τ¯) and we define the suspension semiflow
Ft : Y
H → Y H with invariant probability measure µH = (µY × Lebesgue)/H where
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H =
∫
Y
H dµY . Define the semiconjugacy pi : Y
H → M given by pi(y, u) = Tuy. It is
easily checked that pi∗µH is again µM .
More notation We use “big O” and  notation interchangeably. For example,
an = O(bn) or an  bn means that there is a constant C > 0 such that an ≤ Cbn for
all n ≥ 1.
2 Nonuniformly expanding semiflows
Let (M,d) be a bounded metric space with Borel subsets Y ⊂ X ⊂M . Suppose that
Tt : M → M , h : X → R+, f = Th : X → X are as in Subsection 1.2. Also, let
τ : Y → Z+ and F = f τ : Y → Y be as in Subsection 1.2.
Now let µ0 be a finite Borel measure on X with µ0(Y ) > 0. We suppose that f is
a nonsingular transformation for which µ0 is ergodic, and that τ ∈ L1(Y ). Moreover,
we suppose that there is an at most countable measurable partition {Yj} such that τ
is constant on partition elements, and there exist constants λ > 1, C ≥ 1, η ∈ (0, 1]
such that for all j ≥ 1,
(1) F restricts to a (measure-theoretic) bijection from Yj onto Y .
(2) d(Fy, Fy′) ≥ λd(y, y′) for all y, y′ ∈ Yj.
(3) ζ0 =
dµ0|Y
dµ0|Y ◦F satisfies | log ζ0(y)− log ζ0(y′)| ≤ Cd(Fy, Fy′)η for all y, y′ ∈ Yj.
There is a unique ergodic F -invariant absolutely continuous probability measure
µY on Y . Moreover, dµY /dµ0 ∈ L∞(Y ) and F : Y → Y is a (full branch) Gibbs-
Markov map. Standard references for material on Gibbs-Markov maps are [1, Chap-
ter 4] and [2].
Starting from µY and using that τ is integrable, we can construct an ergodic f -
invariant probability measure µX on X as in Section 1.2. We assume that
∫
X
h dµX
is integrable, leading to an ergodic Tt-invariant probability measure µM on M .
For θ ∈ (0, 1), define the symbolic metric dθ(y, y′) = θs(y,y′) where the sep-
aration time s(y, y′) is the least integer n ≥ 0 such that F ny and F ny′ lie in
distinct partition elements Yj. A function v : Y → R is dθ-Lipschitz if |v|θ =
supy 6=y′ |v(y) − v(y′)|/dθ(y, y′) is finite. Let Fθ(Y ) be the Banach space of Lips-
chitz functions with norm ‖v‖θ = |v|∞ + |v|θ. More generally (and with a slight
abuse of notation), we say that a function v : Y → R is piecewise Lipschitz if
|1Yjv|θ = supy,y′∈Yj , y 6=y′ |v(y)− v(y′)|/dθ(y, y′) is finite for all j.
Let P : L1(Y )→ L1(Y ) denote the transfer operator corresponding to F : Y → Y
(so
∫
Y
Pv w dµY =
∫
Y
v w ◦ F dµY for all v ∈ L1(Y ), w ∈ L∞(Y )).
Proposition 2.1 There exists θ, γ ∈ (0, 1), C > 0, such that
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(a) ‖P nv‖θ ≤ Cγn‖v‖θ for all v ∈ Fθ(Y ) with
∫
Y
v dµY = 0 and all n ≥ 1.
(b) If g ∈ L1(Y ) such that |1Yjv|∞ ≤ infYj g and |1Yjv|θ ≤ infYj g for all j ≥ 1, then
‖Pv‖θ ≤ C|g|1.
Proof Part (a) is proved for instance in [1, 2]. Part (b) is a standard argument
(eg. [26, Lemma 2.2]).
Define the induced roof function H : Y → R+ as in (1.1). We assume that H
is piecewise dθ-Lipschitz for some θ ∈ (0, 1). Moreover, we suppose that there is a
constant C ≥ 1 such that
|1YjH|θ ≤ C infYjH for j ≥ 1, (2.1)
and
d(Tty, Tty
′) ≤ Cθs(y,y′) for y, y′ ∈ Yj, j ≥ 1, t ∈ [0, H(y)] ∩ [0, H(y′)]. (2.2)
2.1 Martingale-coboundary decomposition
Let v : M → Rd and define the induced observable
V : Y → Rd, V (y) = ∫ H(y)
0
v(Tuy) du.
Proposition 2.2 Let θ1 = θ
η. There is a constant C > 0 such that
|1YjV |∞ ≤ C|v|∞infYjH, |1YjV |θ1 ≤ C‖v‖η infYjH for j ≥ 1,
for all v ∈ Cη(M,Rd).
Proof By (2.1), |1YjV |∞ ≤ |v|∞|1YjH|∞  |v|∞ infYj H. Let y, y′ ∈ Yj and suppose
without loss that H(y) ≥ H(y′). By (2.2), |v(Tuy) − v(Tuy′)| ≤ |v|η d(Tuy, Tuy′)η ≤
C|v|η θηs(y,y′) = C|v|η dθ1(y, y′) for u ∈ [0, H(y′)]. Hence by (2.1),
|V (y)−V (y′)| ≤
∫ H(y)
H(y′)
|v(Tuy)| du+
∫ H(y′)
0
|v(Tuy)− v(Tuy′)| du
≤ |v|∞(H(y)−H(y′)) + C|v|ηH(y′)dθ1(y, y′) ‖v‖η infYjHdθ1(y, y′),
as required.
Let U be the Koopman operator Uv = v ◦ F . It is standard that PU = I and
UP = E( · |F−1B) where B denotes the underlying σ-algebra on Y .
Proposition 2.3 Suppose that H ∈ Lp(Y ) where p ≥ 1. Let v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd). Then
there exists m ∈ Lp(Y,Rd), χ ∈ L∞(Y,Rd) such that V = m+ χ ◦ F − χ, m ∈ kerP .
Moreover, there exists a constant C > 0 such that |m|p ≤ C‖v‖η and |χ|∞ ≤
C‖v‖η for all v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd).
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Proof By Proposition 2.2, V ∈ Lp(Y,Rd) with |V |p ≤ |v|∞|H|p.
By Proposition 2.1(b) and Proposition 2.2, ‖PV ‖θ1  ‖v‖η|H|1  ‖v‖η. By
Proposition 2.1(a), ‖P nV ‖θ1  γn‖PV ‖θ1 for n ≥ 1. In particular, χ =
∑∞
n=1 P
nV
converges in L∞(Y ), and we obtain V = m + χ ◦ F − χ with |χ|∞  ‖v‖η and
|m|p ≤ |V |p + 2|χ|∞  ‖v‖η. Finally, Pm = PV − χ+ Pχ = 0.
Let Vn =
∑n−1
j=0 V ◦ F j.
Corollary 2.4 Suppose that H ∈ Lp(Y ) where p ≥ 2. There is a constant C > 0
such that
∣∣max1≤k≤n |Vk|∣∣p ≤ Cn1/2‖v‖η for all v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd), n ≥ 1.
Proof By Proposition 2.3, E(m|F−1B) = UPm = 0. Hence {m ◦ F n, n ≥ 0} is a
sequence of reversal martingale differences with respect to the sequence of σ-algebras
{F−nB, n ≥ 0}. Let mn =
∑n−1
j=0 m ◦ F j. Since p ≥ 2, it follows from Burkholder’s
inequality [13, Theorem 3.2 combined with (1.4)] that
∣∣ max
1≤k≤n
|mk|
∣∣
p
≤ p
p−1 |mn|p 
∣∣∣( n∑
j=1
m2 ◦ F j
)1/2∣∣∣
p
≤ n1/2|m|p  n1/2‖v‖η.
Since Vn = mn + χ ◦ F n − χ and χ ∈ L∞, we obtain
∣∣max1≤k≤n |Vk|∣∣p ≤∣∣max1≤k≤n |mk|∣∣p + 2|χ|∞  n1/2‖v‖η.
2.2 Central limit theorems
Let v ∈ Cη(M,Rd) and define
Wn(t) = n
−1/2
∫ nt
0
v ◦ Ts ds, Wn(t) = n−1
∫ nt
0
∫ s
0
(v ◦ Tr)⊗ (v ◦ Ts) drds.
Also, define vˆ, ψ : Y H → Rd,
vˆ(y, u) = v(Tuy), ψ(y, u) =
∫ u
0
v(Tsy) ds.
Theorem 2.5 Suppose that H ∈ L2(Y ). Let v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd). Then there exist
Σ, D ∈ Rd×d with ΣT = Σ and DT = −D such that (Wn,Wn) →w (W,W) in
C([0,∞),Rd × Rd×d) on (M,µM), where W is a d-dimensional Brownian motion
with covariance Σ and W(t) =
∫ t
0
W ⊗ ◦dW +Dt.
Proof There are two main steps where we work with (i) the induced observable
V : Y → Rd, (ii) the observable v : M → Rd. (This is more direct than the procedure
indicated in [18, Section 10.3].)
Define
W Yn (t) = n
−1/2 ∑
0≤j≤[nt]−1
V ◦ F j, WYn (t) = n−1
∑
0≤i<j≤[nt]−1
(V ◦ F i)⊗ (V ◦ F j).
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Recall that the induced map F : Y → Y is mixing. Using the decomposition in
Proposition 2.3 with p = 2, it follows from [18, Theorem 4.3] that (W Yn ,WYn ) →
(W Y ,WY ) in D([0,∞),Rd×Rd×d) on (Y, µY ) where W Y is a d-dimensional Brownian
motion with some covariance matrix ΣY ∈ Rd×d and
WY (t) =
∫ t
0
W Y ⊗ dW Y + EY t where EY ∈ Rd×d.
This completes step (i).
Next, we claim that
(a) V ∈ L2(Y,Rd), |ψ||vˆ| ∈ L1(Y H).
(b) n−1/2 supt∈[0,T ] |ψ ◦ fnt| →w 0.
(c) limn→∞ n−1
∣∣max1≤k≤n |∑1≤j≤k V ◦ F j|∣∣2 = 0.
To verify the claim, we proceed as in [18, Remark 6.2]. First, H ∈ L2(Y ) so
V ∈ L2(Y,Rd) by Proposition 2.2. Also |ψ(y, u)| ≤ |v|∞H(y), so
∫
Y H
|ψ| dµH ≤
|v|∞H−1
∫
Y
H2 dµ < ∞. Hence (a) is satisfied. Item (c) is immediate by Corol-
lary 2.4. To prove (b), we argue as in the proof of [18, Proposition 6.6(b)]. Define
g : Y → R, g(y) = ∫ H(y)
0
|v(Tsy)| ds. Then g(y) ≤ |v|∞H(y) so g2 ∈ L1(Y ). By the
ergodic theorem, n−1/2g ◦ F n → 0 a.e. Define the lap number N(t) : Y H → N to be
the largest integer n ≥ 0 such that u +∑n−1j=0 H(F jy) ≤ t. Then N(nt)/n → H−1
a.e. and so n−1/2g ◦ F [N(nt)] = (N(nt)/n)1/2N(nt)−1/2g ◦ F [N(nt)] → 0 a.e. Also,
|ψ(y, u)| ≤ g(y), so
|ψ ◦ ft(y, u)| =
∣∣ψ(FN(t)(y,u)y, u+ t−∑N(t)(y,u)−1j=0 H(F jy))∣∣ ≤ g(FN(t)(y,u)y).
Hence n−1/2ψ ◦ fnt → 0 a.e. and (b) follows. This completes the verification of the
claim.
Since the claim holds, the hypotheses of [18, Theorem 6.1] are satisfied (with V ,
ψ, vˆ here playing the roles of v˜, H, v in [18, Theorem 6.1]). It follows from [18,
Theorem 6.1] that the iterated WIP for V on Y implies an iterated WIP for vˆ on Y H
and hence, via the semiconjugacy pi : Y H → M , an iterated WIP for v on M . We
conclude that (Wn,Wn)→w (W,W) in C([0,∞),Rd × Rd×d) on (M,µM), where
W = H
−1/2
W Y , W(t) =
∫ t
0
W ⊗ dW + Et, E = H−1EY +
∫
Y H
ψ ⊗ vˆ dµH .
The Stratonovich correction gives D = E− 1
2
Σ skew-symmetric as in the proof of [18,
Corollary 8.1].
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Remark 2.6 By [18, Theorem 6.1],
Σ = H
−1(∫
Y
V ⊗ V dµY +
∞∑
n=1
∫
Y
{
V ⊗ (V ◦ F n) + (V ◦ F n)⊗ V } dµY ),
2D = H
−1
∞∑
n=1
∫
Y
{V ⊗ (V ◦ F n)− (V ◦ F n)⊗ V } dµY +
∫
Y H
(ψ ⊗ vˆ − vˆ ⊗ ψ) dµH .
If in addition the semiflow Tt is mixing, then the formulas in Remark 1.7 hold.
Proposition 2.7 There is a closed subspace S ⊂ Cη0 (M,Rd) of infinite codimension
such that det Σ > 0 for all v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd) \ S.
Proof Let ΣY be as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, so Σ = H
−1
ΣY . Suppose that
det Σ = 0, so det ΣY = 0. Then there is a nonzero vector c ∈ Rd such that cTΣY c = 0.
It is standard that ΣY =
∫
Y
m ⊗ mdµY (see for example the fourth line of the
proof of [18, Theorem 4.3]), so
∫
Y
(c · m)2 dµY = 0 and hence c · m = 0 a.e. By
Proposition 2.3, c · V = g ◦ F − g a.e. where g = c · χ. Moreover, it follows from the
proof of Proposition 2.3 that χ : Y → Rd is dθ1-Lipschitz and hence extends uniquely
to a dθ1-Lipschitz function on Y . It follows that the equation c ·V = g ◦F −g extends
to the whole of Y .
For q ≥ 1, let Pq denote the set of points y ∈ Y such that F qy is well-defined and
F qy = y. Since F : Y → Y is full-branch and Markov, such periodic points are dense
in Y . Note that c ·∑q−1j=0 V (F jy) = g(F qy) − g(y) = 0 for y ∈ Pq. It follows that
c · ∫ Hq(y)
0
v(Tty) dt = 0 where Hq(y) =
∑q−1
j=0 H(F
jy). Hence, for each periodic orbit
{y, Fy, . . . , F q−1y} ⊂ Pq, q ≥ 1, we obtain a distinct nontrivial linear constraint on v.
Now define S = {v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd) : c ·
∫ Hq(y)
0
v(Tty) dt = 0 for all y ∈ Pq, q ≥ 1}.
2.3 Moment estimates
Given v ∈ Cη(M,Rd), define
vt =
∫ t
0
v ◦ Ts ds, St =
∫ t
0
∫ s
0
(v ◦ Tr)⊗ (v ◦ Ts) dr ds. (2.3)
Theorem 2.8 (a) If H ∈ Lp(Y ) for some p ≥ 2 and inf H > 0, then there exists
C > 0 such that
|vt|p−1 ≤ Ct1/2‖v‖η for all v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd), t > 0.
(b) If H ∈ Lp(Y ) for some p ≥ 4 and inf H > 0, then there exists C > 0 such that
|St|(p−1)/2 ≤ Ct‖v‖2η for all v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd), t > 0.
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Proof (a) For t ∈ [0, 1], we have |vt|∞ ≤ t|v|∞ ≤ t1/2|v|∞ so we suppose from now
on that t ≥ 1. Recall that vˆ = v ◦ pi : Y H → Rd. To prove the result, it is equivalent
to show that |vˆt|Lp−1(Y H) ≤ Ct1/2‖v‖η where vˆt =
∫ t
0
vˆ ◦ Fs ds.
For t > 0, recall from the proof of Theorem 2.5 that the lap number N(t) : Y H →
N is the largest integer n ≥ 0 such that u+∑n−1j=0 H(F jy) ≤ t. Then
vˆt(y, u) = VN(t)(y,u)(y) + ψ ◦ Ft(y, u)− ψ(y, u) for (y, u) ∈ Y H ,
where ψ(y, u) =
∫ u
0
v(Tsy) ds. Also, |N(t)|∞ ≤ at + 1 where a = (inf H)−1 > 0 by
assumption. Let V ∗t (y) = supu∈[0,H(y)] |VN(t)(y,u)(y)|. By Corollary 2.4, on Y ,
|V ∗t |p ≤
∣∣ max
k≤at+1
|Vk|
∣∣
p
 t1/2‖v‖η.
Write p−1 + q−1 = 1. By Ho¨lder’s inequality,∫
Y H
|VN(t)(y,u)(y)|p−1 dµH(y, u) ≤ H−1
∫
Y
H|V ∗t |p−1 dµY ≤ H−1|H|p|V ∗t |p−1q(p−1)
= H
−1|H|p|V ∗t |p−1p  t(p−1)/2‖v‖p−1η .
Also, |ψ ◦ Ft|p−1 = |ψ|p−1, and |ψ| ≤ H|v|∞. Using again that
∫
Y H
Hp−1 dµH =
H
−1 ∫
Y
Hp dµY , we have that |ψ ◦ Ft|p−1  |v|∞. Hence |v˜t|p−1  t1/2‖v‖η.
(b) The steps are analogous to those in part (a). It suffices to show that
|S˜t|L(p−1)/2(Y H) ≤ Ct‖v‖2η for t ≥ 1 where S˜t =
∫ t
0
∫ s
0
(vˆ ◦ Fr)⊗ (vˆ ◦ Fs) dr ds.
First, we establish the corresponding estimate on Y . Let
Qk =
∑
0≤i<j<k
(V ◦ F i)⊗ (V ◦ F j).
By Proposition 2.2, V = m+χ◦F −χ where m ∈ Lp(Y ), χ ∈ L∞(Y ) and m ∈ kerP .
Since Vn = mn + χ ◦ F n − χ, it is easily checked that∣∣ max
0≤k≤n
|Qk|
∣∣ = A1 + A2,
where
A1 = max
0≤k≤n
∣∣ ∑
0≤i<j<k
(m◦F i)⊗ (m◦F j)∣∣, |A2|p/2  n(|m|p/2 + |V |p/2)|χ|∞  n‖v‖2η.
Next,
A1 = max
k≤n
∣∣ k−2∑
i=0
Xi,k
∣∣, Xi,k = ( k−i−1∑
j=1
m⊗ (m ◦ F j)
)
◦ F i.
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Now P i+1Xi,k = P
∑k−i−1
j=1 m ⊗ (m ◦ F j) =
∑k−i−1
j=1 (Pm) ⊗ (m ◦ F j−1) = 0. This
means that Xi,k is a sequence of reverse martingale differences with respect to the
filtration {F−iB, i ≥ 0}. Since p ≥ 4, it follows from Burkholder’s inequality that
|A1|p/2  n1/2 max
i<k≤n
|Xi,k|p/2.
Applying Burkholder’s inequality once more,
|Xi,k|p/2 ≤ |m|p
∣∣max
j≤n
|mj|
∣∣
p
 n1/2|m|2p  n1/2‖v‖2η.
Hence, on Y , ∣∣ max
0≤k≤n
|Qk|
∣∣
p/2
 n‖v‖2η.
To pass this estimate from Y to Y H (and hence M), we use calculations from [18,
Proposition 7.5]. Define ψ(y, u) =
∫ u
0
v(Tsy) ds and the lap number N(t) as in
part (a). Then vˆt = VN(t) + ψ ◦ Ft − ψ and
St =
∫ t
0
vˆs ⊗ (vˆ ◦ Fs) ds =
∫ t
0
VN(s) ⊗ (vˆ ◦ Fs) ds+
∫ t
0
(ψ ⊗ vˆ) ◦ Fs ds− ψ ⊗ vˆt
= QN(t) − vˆ ⊗ ψ + VN(t) ⊗ (ψ ◦ Ft) +
∫ t
0
(ψ ⊗ vˆ) ◦ Fs ds− ψ ⊗ vˆt.
Hence working on Y H , we have
|St|(p−1)/2 ≤ |QN(t)|(p−1)/2 + |v|2∞|H|(p−1)/2 + |N(t)|∞|V |p−1|v|∞|H|p−1
+ 2t|v|2∞|H|(p−1)/2  |QN(t)|(p−1)/2 + t|v|2∞.
Finally, setting Q∗t (y) = supu∈[0,H(y)] |QN(t)(y,u)(y)|,∫
Y H
|QN(t)|(p−1)/2dµH ≤ H−1
∫
Y
H|Q∗t |(p−1)/2dµY ≤ H−1|H|Lp(Y )
∣∣Q∗t ∣∣(p−1)/2Lp/2(Y )

∣∣∣ max
0≤k≤at+1
|Qk|
∣∣∣(p−1)/2
Lp/2(Y )
 (t‖v‖2η)(p−1)/2,
and we obtain |St|(p−1)/2  t‖v‖2η as required.
Corollary 2.9 If p ≥ 4, then the formulas for Σ and E in Theorem 1.6 hold.
Proof If p > 2 then Wn(1) = n
−1/2vn → W (1) by Theorem 2.5 and |Wn(1)|q is
bounded for some q > 2 by Theorem 2.8(a). Hence (cf. Corollary 1.5)
∫
M
Wn(1) ⊗
Wn(1) dµM → E(W (1) ⊗ W (1)) = Σ. Similarly, provided that p ≥ 4, we have
Wn(1) = n−1Sn →w W(1) and |Wn(1)|q bounded for some q > 1 so
∫
M
Wn(1) dµM →
E(W(1)) = E.
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3 Rearrangements and improved moment esti-
mates
The results on central limit theorems in Theorem 2.5 are optimal; typically such
results fail when H is not L2. However, the moment estimates in Theorem 2.8 are far
from optimal. To rectify this, we introduce the idea of rearrangement. The strategy
is to replace τ by a more unbounded return time in such a way that the flow return
time h becomes bounded, while keeping H unchanged.
As in Section 2, Tt : M → M is a nonuniformly expanding semiflow with cross-
section X = Y τ , unbounded roof function h : X → R+. We assume that the induced
roof function H : Y → R+ is defined as in (1.1), with inf H > 0, and satisfies (2.1)
and (2.2). We assume also that
d(Ttx, Tt′x) ≤ C|t− t′|η for t, t′ ≥ 0, x ∈M . (3.1)
The modified versions τ˜ and h˜ of τ and h are defined as follows. First,
τ˜ : Y → Z+, τ˜ |Yj =
[ ‖1YjH‖θ ]+ 1.
Using F : Y → Y and τ˜ : Y → Z+, we construct the tower map
f∆ : ∆→ ∆, ∆ = Y τ˜ ,
as in Section 1.2. Now define
h˜ : ∆→ R+, h˜(y, `) = H(y)/τ˜(y) for y ∈ Yj, 0 ≤ ` < τ˜(y).
The key lemma is the following:
Lemma 3.1 (a) H(y) =
∑τ˜(y)−1
`=0 h˜(y, `) for all y ∈ Y .
(b) 0 < inf h˜ ≤ |h˜|∞ ≤ 1 and
|h˜(y, `)− h˜(y′, `)| ≤ dθ(y, y′) for y, y′ ∈ Yj, j ≥ 1, 0 ≤ ` ≤ τ˜(y)− 1.
Proof Part (a) is immediate. Also, |h˜(y, `)− h˜(y′, `)| = |H(y)−H(y′)|/{[‖1YjH‖θ]+
1} ≤ dθ(y, y′) for y, y′ ∈ Yj, j ≥ 1, 0 ≤ ` ≤ τ˜(y)− 1, and similarly |h˜|∞ ≤ 1.
It remains to verify that h˜ is bounded below. Let y ∈ Yj, 0 ≤ ` < τ˜(y). Using (2.1)
and inf H > 0,[ ‖H1Yj‖θ ]+ 1 ≤ |1YjH|∞ + |1YjH|θ + 1
≤ (2C + 1) infYj H + (inf H)−1 infYj H ≤ C ′ infYj H,
where C ′ = 2C + 1 + (inf H)−1. Hence h˜(y, `) = H(y)/(
[ ‖H1Yj‖θ ] + 1) ≥ 1/C ′ as
required.
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Since h˜ is bounded above and below, it is immediate from Lemma 3.1(a) that
µY (H > n) ≈ µY (τ˜ > n). As usual, we assume that H (and τ˜) is integrable.
As in Section 1.2, we define the suspension semiflow ft : ∆
h˜ → ∆h˜ and ergodic
invariant probability measures µ∆ on ∆ and µh˜ on ∆
h˜.
Let h˜`(y) =
∑`−1
k=0 h˜(y, k) for ` ≥ 1 and define
pi∆ : ∆
h˜ →M, pi∆(y, `, u) = Tu+h˜`(y)y. (3.2)
By Lemma 3.1(a), we obtain
Proposition 3.2 pi∆ is a measurable semiconjugacy from (ft,∆
h˜) to (Tt,M).
Proof It suffices to show that pi∆ respects the identifications on ∆ and ∆
h˜.
Recall that
H(y) = hτ(y)(y) =
∑τ(y)−1
`=0 h(f
`y), Fy = f τ(y)y, f(y) = Th(y)y,
for y ∈ Y . It follows that
F = f τ = (Th)
τ = TH on Y .
First, we verify that pi∆(y, τ˜(y), u) = pi∆(Fy, 0, u). By Lemma 3.1(a),
pi∆(y, τ˜(y), u) = Tu+h˜τ˜(y)(y)y = TuTH(y)y = TuFy = pi∆(Fy, 0, u).
Second, we verify that pi∆(p, h˜(p)) = pi∆(f∆p, 0). Write p = (y, `) ∈ ∆. If ` ≤
τ(y)− 2, then
pi∆(p, h˜(p)) = pi∆(y, `, h˜(y, `)) = Th˜(y,`)+h˜`(y)y
= Th˜`+1(y)y = pi∆(y, `+ 1, 0) = pi∆(f∆(y, `), 0).
Also, if ` = τ(y)− 1, then h˜`+1(y) = H(y) and f∆(y, `) = (Fy, 0), so
pi∆(p, h˜(p)) = TH(y)y = Fy = pi∆(Fy, 0, 0) = pi∆(f∆(y, τ(y)− 1), 0) = pi∆(f∆p, 0),
as required.
Remark 3.3 We refer to the procedure in this section as “rearranging the tower”
because the obvious suspension flow to consider is (Y τ )h as in Subsection 1.2. As ev-
idenced by Theorem 3.6 below, the rearranged suspension ∆h˜ = (Y τ˜ )h˜ has significant
advantages.
This procedure is analogous to introducing transparent walls, a technique well-
known in the theory of billiards (see eg. [22]). When crossing a transparent wall,
the velocity of the billiard particle is not modified, nonetheless these events can
be regarded as (fake) collisions, which makes the length of the free flight bounded.
However, in the present paper, we implement this idea at the more abstract level of
the Young tower, which has certain advantages. In particular, there is no need for
the fake collision set to be identified with a subset of the ambient phase-space.
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3.1 Martingale-coboundary decomposition on ∆
Let v ∈ Cη(M,Rd) and define v˜ = v ◦ pi∆ : ∆h˜ → Rd. Instead of inducing on Y , we
induce on ∆, defining the induced observable
V˜ : ∆→ Rd, V˜ (y, `) = ∫ h˜(y,`)
0
v˜(y, `, u) du.
Clearly, |v˜|∞ = |v|∞ and |V˜ |∞ ≤ |h˜|∞|v˜|∞ ≤ |v|∞.
Proposition 3.4 Let θ1 = θ
η2. There is a constant C > 0 such that
|V˜ (y, `)− V˜ (y′, `)| ≤ C‖v‖η τ˜(y)ηdθ1(y, y′) for y, y′ ∈ Yj, j ≥ 1, 0 ≤ ` ≤ τ˜(y)− 1,
for all v ∈ Cη(M,Rd).
Proof Let (y, `, u), (y′, `, u) ∈ ∆h˜ with y, y′ ∈ Yj, j ≥ 1. Then
|v˜(y, `, u)− v˜(y′, `,u)| = |v(Th˜`(y)+uy)− v(Th˜`(y′)+uy′)| ≤ |v|ηd(Th˜`(y)+uy, Th˜`(y′)+uy′)η.
By Lemma 3.1(b), |h˜`(y)− h˜`(y′)| ≤
∑τ˜(y)−1
k=0 |h˜(y, k)− h˜(y′, k)| ≤ τ˜(y)dθ(y, y′), so
d(Th˜`(y)+uy, Th˜`(y′)+uy) ≤ C|h˜`(y)− h˜`(y′)|η ≤ Cτ˜(y)ηdθ(y, y′)η,
by (3.1). Also, by (2.2), d(Th˜`(y′)+uy, Th˜`(y′)+uy
′) ≤ Cθs(y,y′). Hence,
|v˜(y, `, u)− v˜(y′, `, u)| ≤ 2C|v|η τ˜(y)ηdθ1(y, y′).
Next,
|V˜ (y, `)− V˜ (y′, `)| ≤
∫ h˜(y,`)
h˜(y′,`)
|v˜(y, `, u)| du+
∫ h˜(y′,`)
0
|v˜(y, `, u)− v˜(y′, `, u)| du
≤ |h˜(y, `)− h˜(y′, `)||v|∞ + |h˜|∞2C|v|η τ˜(y)ηdθ1(y, y′) ‖v‖η τ˜(y)ηdθ1(y, y′),
by Lemma 3.1(b).
Let L : L1(∆)→ L1(∆) denote the transfer operator corresponding to f∆ : ∆→ ∆
(so
∫
∆
Lv w dµ∆ =
∫
∆
v w ◦ f∆ dµ∆ for all v ∈ L1(∆), w ∈ L∞(∆)).
Proposition 3.5 Assume that µY (H > n) = O(n
−β) for some β > 1. Let v ∈
Cη0 (M,Rd). For any p < β − 1, there exists m˜, χ˜ ∈ Lp(∆,Rd) such that V˜ = m˜+ χ˜ ◦
f∆ − χ˜, m˜ ∈ kerL.
Moreover, there exists a constant C > 0 such that |m˜|p ≤ C‖v‖η and |χ˜|p ≤ C‖v‖η
for all v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd).
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Proof By Lemma 3.1, µY (τ˜ > n) = O(n
−β). Note that
µ∆{(y, `) ∈ ∆ : τ˜(y) > n} = (
∫
Y
τ˜ dµY )
−1∫
Y
τ˜1{τ˜>n} dµY = O(n−(β−1)). (3.3)
Without loss, d = 1. Shrinking η ∈ (0, 1] if necessary, we can suppose that
p < β − 1− η.
Fix n ≥ 1 and let V˜n(y, `) =
{
V˜ (y, `) τ˜(y) ≤ n
0 τ˜(y) ≥ n+ 1. Then |V˜n|∞ ≤ |V˜ |∞ ≤ |v|∞.
Also, for y, y′ ∈ Yj, j ≥ 1, it follows from Proposition 3.4 that
|V˜n(y, `)− V˜n(y′, `) ≤ 1{τ(y)≤n}|V˜ (y, `)− V˜ (y, `′)| ≤ C‖v‖η nη dθ1(y, y′).
This means that ‖V˜n‖ ≤ C‖v‖η nη in the function space in [37]. Since µY (τ˜ >
n) = O(n−β), it follows from [37, Theorem 3] that∣∣ ∫
∆
V˜nw◦fn∆ dµ∆−
∫
∆
V˜n dµ∆
∫
∆
w dµ∆
∣∣ ‖V˜n‖|w|∞ n−(β−1) ≤ C‖v‖η|w|∞n−(β−1−η),
for all w ∈ L∞(∆), n ≥ 1. (The dependence on ‖V˜n‖ is not stated explicitly in
[37, Theorem 3] but follows by a standard argument using the uniform boundedness
principle. Alternatively, see [20] for a direct argument.) Also∣∣ ∫
∆
(V˜ − V˜n)w ◦ fn∆ dµ∆
∣∣ ≤ |V˜ − V˜n|∞|w|∞ µ∆{(y, `) : τ˜(y) > n}  |v|∞|w|∞n−(β−1),
by (3.3), and similarly | ∫
∆
V˜n dµ∆| = |
∫
∆
(V˜ − V˜n) dµ∆|  |v|∞n−(β−1) (where we
have used that
∫
∆
V˜ dµ∆ = 0). Hence∣∣ ∫
∆
LnV˜ w dµ∆
∣∣ = ∣∣ ∫
∆
V˜ w ◦ fn∆ dµ∆
∣∣ ‖v‖η|w|∞ n−(β−1−η).
Taking w = sgnLnV˜ , we obtain |LnV˜ |1  ‖v‖η n−(β−1−η). Hence
|LnV˜ |pp ≤ |LnV˜ |p−1∞ |LnV˜ |1 ≤ |V˜ |p−1∞ |LnV˜ |1  |v|p−1∞ ‖v‖η n−(β−1−η),
so χ˜ =
∑∞
n=1 L
nV˜ converges in Lp. Finally, Lm˜ = LV˜ − χ˜+ Lχ˜ = 0.
3.2 Improved moment estimates
Given v ∈ Cη(M,Rd), define vt and St as in (2.3). A crucial difference from Section 2.3
is that V˜ is L∞ even though, as before, m˜ is Lp. This enables the use of Rio’s
inequality [29, 32] following [27]. We continue to assume that µY (H > n) = O(n
−β)
and that inf H > 0.
Theorem 3.6 (a) Let 2 < p < β. There is a constant C > 0 such that
|vt|2(p−1) ≤ Ct1/2‖v‖η for all v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd), t > 0.
(b) Let 4 < p < β. There is a constant C > 0 such that
|St|2(p−1)/3 ≤ Ct‖v‖2η for all v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd), t > 0.
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Proof As in the proof of Theorem 2.8, we may suppose that t ≥ 1. Recall that v˜ =
v ◦ pi∆ : ∆h˜ → Rd. To prove the result, it is equivalent to show that |v˜t|L2(p−1)(∆h˜) 
t1/2‖v‖η and |S˜t|L2(p−1)/3(∆h˜)  t‖v‖2η, where v˜t =
∫ t
0
v˜ ◦ fs ds and S˜t =
∫ t
0
∫ s
0
(v˜ ◦ fr)⊗
(v˜ ◦ fs) dr ds.
(a) We follow the arguments in [27, Theorem 3.1] and [28, Lemma 4.1]. Recall that
V˜ ∈ L∞(∆,Rd). By Proposition 3.5, V˜ = m˜+ χ˜ ◦ f∆ − χ˜ where m˜, χ˜ in Lp−1(∆,Rd)
and m˜ ∈ kerL. (Unfortunately, p−1 here corresponds to p in [27] and Proposition 3.5,
but our notation facilitates comparison of Theorems 2.8 and 3.6.) This is the same
as the decomposition φ = ψ + χ ◦ T − χ in the proof of [27, Theorem 3.1]. Hence it
follows just as in the proof of [27, Theorem 3.1] that |V˜n|L2(p−1)(∆)  n1/2‖v‖η where
V˜n =
∑n−1
j=0 V˜ ◦ f j∆. By [33, Corollary B1] (with ν = 2(p − 1) and δ = 1), we obtain∣∣max0≤k≤n |V˜k|∣∣L2(p−1)(∆)  n1/2‖v‖η.
For t > 0, define the lap number N(t) : ∆ → N to be the largest integer n ≥ 0
such that h˜n ≤ t. By Lemma 3.1(b),
|v˜t(x, u)− V˜N(t)(x)(x)| ≤ 2|v˜|∞|h˜|∞ ≤ 2|v|∞ for (x, u) ∈ ∆h˜,
Also |N(t)|∞ ≤ at+ 1 where a = inf h˜−1 > 0 by Lemma 3.1(b). Hence
|v˜t|L2(p−1)(∆h˜) ≤ 2|v|∞ +
(∫
∆h˜
|V˜N(t)(x)|2(p−1) dµh˜(x, u)
)1/(2(p−1))
≤ 2|v|∞ + (
∫
∆
h˜ dµh˜)
−1/(2(p−1))|h˜|1/(2(p−1))∞ |V˜N(t)|L2(p−1)(∆)
 |v|∞ +
∣∣∣ max
k≤at+1
|V˜k|
∣∣∣
L2(p−1)(∆)
 |v|∞ + (at+ 1)1/2‖v‖η  t1/2‖v‖η.
This completes the proof that |vt|2(p−1)  t1/2‖v‖η.
(b) Again, we have V˜ = m˜+ χ˜ ◦ f∆ − χ˜ where V˜ ∈ L∞(∆,Rd), m˜, χ˜ in Lp−1(∆,Rd)
and m˜ ∈ kerL. This means that the hypotheses of [18, Proposition 7.1] are satisfied
and ∣∣∣ max
0≤k≤n
∣∣ k−1∑
i=0
i−1∑
j=0
(V˜ ◦ f i∆)⊗ (V˜ ◦ f j∆)
∣∣∣∣∣
2(p−1)/3
 n‖v‖2η.
Using that h˜ is bounded above and below, this moment estimate for discrete time
again passes over to continuous time, see [18, Proposition 7.5].
Remark 3.7 The moment estimate in Theorem 3.6(a) is essentially optimal, see [25,
27]. The estimate in Theorem 3.6(b) is the same as the one obtained in [18] and
already significantly improves the one in Theorem 2.8(b), but we expect that the
optimal estimate is |St|p−1 ≤ Ct‖v‖2η. (Such an estimate is obtained for certain
nonuniformly expanding/hyperbolic systems in [21].)
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4 Nonuniformly hyperbolic exponentially con-
tracting flows
In this section, we prove our main results for a class of nonuniformly hyperbolic flows.
As shown in Section 6, this class of flows includes Lorenz attractors and singular
hyperbolic attractors.
4.1 Standing assumptions for flows
Let (M,d) be a bounded metric space with Borel subsets Y ⊂ X ⊂M . Suppose that
Tt : M → M , h : X → R+, f = Th : X → X are as in Subsection 1.2. Also, let
τ : Y → Z+ and F = f τ : Y → Y be as in Subsection 1.2.
We suppose that µY is a Borel ergodic F -invariant probability measure on Y and
that τ is integrable on (Y, µY ). Then we obtain an ergodic f -invariant probability
measure µX on X. We assume that h is integrable on (X,µX) and hence obtain an
ergodic Tt-invariant probability measure µM on M .
LetWs be a measurable partition of Y consisting of stable leaves. For each y ∈ Y ,
let W sy denote the stable leaf containing y. We require that F (W
s
y ) ⊂ W sFy for all
y ∈ Y and that τ is constant on stable leaves.
Let Y denote the space obtained from Y after quotienting by Ws with natural
projection p¯i : Y → Y . We assume that the quotient map F : Y → Y is Gibbs-
Markov, with partition {Yj} and ergodic invariant probability measure µ¯ = p¯i∗µ. Let
s(y, y′) denote the separation time on Y .
Let Yj = p¯i
−1Yj; these form a partition of Y and each Yj is a union of stable leaves.
The separation time extends to Y , setting s(y, y′) = s(p¯iy, p¯iy′) for y, y′ ∈ Y .
4.2 Exponential contraction along stable leaves
Assume the set up in Subsection 4.1. Define the induced roof function H : Y → R+
as in (1.1). We suppose throughout that H is integrable and that inf H > 0.
We require in addition that there is a measurable subset Ŷ ⊂ Y such that for
every y ∈ Y there is a unique yˆ ∈ Ŷ ∩W sy . Assume that there are constants C ≥ 1,
γ0 ∈ (0, 1), η ∈ (0, 1], such that
|H(y)−H(y′)| ≤ C(infYjH)γs(y,y
′)
0 for y, y
′ ∈ Ŷ ∩ Yj, j ≥ 1, (4.1)
d(Tty, Tt′y) ≤ C|t− t′|η for y ∈ Ŷ , t, t′ ≥ 0, (4.2)
d(Tty, Tty
′) ≤ Cγt0 for y ∈ Y , y′ ∈ W sy , t ≥ 0, (4.3)
d(Tty, Tty
′) ≤ Cγs(y,y′)−J(t)(y)0 for y, y′ ∈ Ŷ ∩ Yj, j ≥ 1, t ≥ 0, (4.4)
where J(t)(y) is the largest integer n ≥ 0 such that Hn(y) ≤ t (as usual Hn =∑n−1
j=0 H ◦ F j). These conditions are standard except for the relatively restrictive
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condition (4.3) which represents exponential contraction of stable leaves under the
full flow (and not just under the induced map F ).
4.3 Martingale-coboundary decomposition
Given v ∈ Cη(M,Rd), define the induced observable V (y) = ∫ H(y)
0
v(Tuy) du on Y .
Also, define χ1, V̂ : Y → Rd,
χ1(y) =
∫∞
0
(v(Ttyˆ)− v(Tty)) dt, V̂ = V + χ1 − χ1 ◦ F.
Finally, define g : Y → R by g|Yj = infYjH, j ≥ 1.
Proposition 4.1 Suppose that H ∈ Lp(Y ) for some p ≥ 1. There exist constants
C > 0, θ ∈ (0, 1) such that for all v ∈ Cη(M,Rd),
(a) χ1 ∈ L∞(Y,Rd) and |χ1|∞ ≤ C|v|η,
(b) V̂ = V ◦ p¯i for some V ∈ Lp(Y ,Rd). Moreover, |V | ≤ C‖v‖η g and |V (y) −
V (y′)| ≤ C‖v‖η g(y)dθ(y, y′) for y, y′ ∈ Yj, j ≥ 1.
Proof (a) Let γ1 = γ
η
0 . By (4.3),
|χ1(y)| ≤ |v|η
∫∞
0
d(Ttyˆ, Tty)
η dt ≤ C|v|η
∫∞
0
γt1 dt |v|η,
so |χ1|∞  |v|η.
(b) A computation shows that
V̂ = V (yˆ) +
∫∞
0
(v(TtF yˆ)− v(TtF̂ y)) dt.
In particular, V̂ is constant along stable leaves and has the desired factorisation
V̂ = V ◦ p¯i. It is immediate from the definition of V̂ that |V̂ | ≤ |V | + 2|χ1|∞ ≤
|v|∞H + 2|χ1|∞  ‖v‖ηH. Hence |V |  ‖v‖η g and V ∈ Lp(Y ,Rd).
Next, let y, y′ ∈ Y and set M = s(y, y′)/q where q > 1 is to be specified. Then
|V̂ (y)− V̂ (y′)| ≤ |V (yˆ)− V (yˆ′)|+ AM(y) + AM(y′) +BM(F yˆ, F yˆ′) +BM(F̂ y, F̂ y′),
where
AM(z) =
∫∞
M
|v(TtF zˆ)− v(TtF̂ z)| dt, BM(z, z′) =
∫M
0
|v(Ttz)− v(Ttz′)| dt.
The same calculation as in (a) shows that AM(z) |v|ηγM1 for z = y, y′.
Next, let y, y′ ∈ Ŷ ∩ Yj. By (4.1), (4.2) and (4.4),
d(TtF yˆ, TtF yˆ
′) = d(TtFy, TtFy′) = d(Tt+H(y)y, Tt+H(y′)y′)
≤ d(Tt+H(y)y, Tt+H(y)y′) + d(Tt+H(y)y′, Tt+H(y′)y′)
≤ Cγs(y,y′)−J(t+H(y))(y)0 + |H(y)−H(y′)|η  (infYjH)γs(y,y
′)−J(t+H(y))(y)
1 .
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Hence, setting γ2 = γ
η
1 ,
BM(F yˆ, F yˆ
′) ≤ |v|η
∫ M
0
d(TtF yˆ, TtF yˆ
′)η dt |v|ηM(infYjH)γs(y,y
′)−J(M+H(y))(y)
2 .
Now J(t) ≤ t/ inf H and J(t+H(y))(y) = 1 + J(t). Hence
BM(F yˆ, F yˆ
′) |v|ηM(infYjH)γs(y,y
′)−(1+M/ inf H)
2
 |v|η(infYjH)s(y, y′)γ(1−1/(q inf H))s(y,y
′)
2 .
A much simpler calculation shows that
BM(F̂ y, F̂ y′) ≤ C|v|ηMγs(Fy,Fy
′)−M/ inf H
1  |v|ηs(y, y′)γ(1−1/(q inf H))s(y,y
′)
1 .
Finally, proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 2.2 and using (4.1) and (4.4),
|V (yˆ)− V (yˆ′)| ≤ |v|∞|H(yˆ)−H(yˆ′)|+ C|v|η min{H(yˆ), H(yˆ′)}γs(y,y
′)−1
1
 ‖v‖η(infYjH)γs(y,y
′)
1 .
Altogether, we have shown that |V̂ (y) − V̂ (y′)|  ‖v‖η(infYjH)(γs(y,y
′)/q
1 +
s(y, y′)γ(1−1/(q inf H))s(y,y
′)
2 ). Taking q = η
−1 + (inf H)−1 and θ ∈ (γ1/q1 , 1), we obtain
the desired result.
Corollary 4.2 Let v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd) and suppose that H ∈ Lp(Y ) for some p ≥ 1.
Then there exists m ∈ Lp(Y ,Rd), χ1 ∈ L∞(Y,Rd) such that V = m ◦ p¯i + χ1 ◦ F − χ1
and m ∈ kerP .
Moreover, there exists C > 0 such that |m|p ≤ C‖v‖η and |χ1|∞ ≤ C‖v‖η for all
v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd).
Proof By Proposition 4.1, V = V̂ + χ1 ◦ F − χ1 where χ1 ∈ L∞(Y,Rd) and V̂ =
V ◦ p¯i satisfies the estimates in Proposition 4.1(b). By Proposition 2.1(b), ‖PV ‖θ 
|g|1 ≤ |H|1. Using Proposition 2.1(a), we can proceed as in Proposition 2.3, defining
χ2 =
∑∞
n=1 P
nV ∈ L∞(Y ,Rd). Then V = m + χ2 ◦ F − χ2 where m ∈ kerP . Now
define χ = χ1 + χ2 ◦ p¯i.
Corollary 4.3 Suppose that H ∈ Lp(Y ) for some p ≥ 2. Then there is a constant
C > 0 such that
∣∣max1≤k≤n |Vk|∣∣p ≤ Cn1/2‖v‖η for all v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd), n ≥ 1.
Proof As in the proof of Corollary 2.4,
∣∣max1≤k≤n |(m¯ ◦ p¯i)k|∣∣Lp(Y ) =∣∣max1≤k≤n |m¯k|∣∣Lp(Y )  n1/2. The result follows.
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4.4 Central limit theorems and moment estimates
We continue to assume the set up in Subsections 4.1 and 4.2, including that inf H > 0.
Theorem 4.4 Suppose that H ∈ L2(Y ). Let v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd). Then the statement and
conclusion of Theorem 2.5 holds. That is, (Wn,Wn) →w (W,W) in C([0,∞),Rd ×
Rd×d) on (M,µM), where Wn, Wn, W and W are defined as in Theorem 2.5.
Proof Define W Yn , WYn on (Y, µY ) as in the proof of Theorem 2.5. In place of
Proposition 2.3 and [18, Theorem 4.3], we use Corollary 4.2 and [18, Theorem 5.2]
to deduce that (W Yn ,WYn )→ (W Y ,WY ) in D([0,∞),Rd ×Rd×d) where W Y and WY
are as in step (i) of the proof of Theorem 2.5.
Claims (a)–(c) are verified in exactly the same as in the proof of Theorem 2.5 (with
Corollary 2.4 replaced by Corollary 4.3). The remainder of the proof of step (ii) is
identical to Theorem 2.5, again using [18, Theorem 6.1] to pass the iterated WIP
from Y to Y H and hence M .
Theorem 4.5 Define vt, St as in (2.3).
(a) If H ∈ Lp(Y ) for some p ≥ 2, then there is a constant C > 0 such that
|vt|p−1 ≤ Ct1/2‖v‖η for all v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd), t > 0.
(b) If H ∈ Lp(Y ) for some p ≥ 4, then there is a constant C > 0 such that
|St|(p−1)/2 ≤ Ct‖v‖2η for all v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd), t > 0.
Proof The proof is identical to that of Theorem 2.8.
Remark 4.6 (i) Again, it follows that the formulas for Σ and E in Theorem 1.6 hold
provided p ≥ 4, and that det Σ > 0 for v lying outside a closed subspace of infinite
codimension.
(ii) Under appropriate hypotheses on the flow, it is possible to incorporate the rear-
rangement idea from Section 3 and hence to obtain the improved moment estimates
in Theorem 3.6. We omit the tedious details.
5 Nonuniformly hyperbolic flows with horseshoe
structure
In this section, we relax the assumption (4.3) about exponential contraction along
stable leaves under the flow. Instead we assume that F : Y → Y is a nonuniformly
hyperbolic horseshoe as in [36]. We begin by describing the basic set up, focusing
on the parts needed for understanding what follows and referring to [36] for further
details.
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We assume the structure from Section 4.1, including the measurable partition
Ws of Y into stable leaves. Further, we suppose that there is a second measurable
partition Wu of Y consisting of unstable leaves.
We assume that there are constants C > 0, γ0 ∈ (0, 1), η ∈ (0, 1], such that for all
y ∈ Y , y′ ∈ W sy , t ∈ [0, H(y)] ∩ [0, H(y′)],
|H(y)−H(y′)| ≤ C(infYjH)d(y, y′)η, d(Tty, Tty′) ≤ Cd(y, y′)η; (5.1)
and for all y, y′ ∈ Yj, j ≥ 1, y′ ∈ W uy , t ∈ [0, H(y)] ∩ [0, H(y′)],
|H(y)−H(y′)| ≤ C(infYjH)γs(y,y
′)
0 , d(Tty, Tty
′) ≤ Cγs(y,y′)0 . (5.2)
Also, we assume that for all y, y′ ∈ Yj, j ≥ 1, n ≥ 0,
d(F ny, F ny′) ≤ Cγn0 for y′ ∈ W sy , (5.3)
d(y, y′) ≤ Cγs(y,y′)0 for y′ ∈ W uy . (5.4)
Define the induced observable V (y) =
∫ H(y)
0
v(Tuy) du on Y .
Proposition 5.1 Let v ∈ Cη(M,Rd), and set γ1 = γη0 . Then |V | ≤ |v|∞H and there
is a constant C > 0 such that |V (y) − V (y′)| ≤ C‖v‖η(infYjH)d(y, y′)η2 for y ∈ Y ,
y′ ∈ W sy ; while |V (y)− V (y′)| ≤ C‖v‖η(infYjH)γs(y,y
′)
1 for y, y
′ ∈ Yj, j ≥ 1, y′ ∈ W uy .
Proof The first estimate is immediate. Let y′ ∈ W sy and suppose without loss that
H(y) ≥ H(y′). Then
|V (y)− V (y′)| ≤
∫ H(y)
H(y′)
|v(Tuy)| du+
∫ H(y′)
0
|v(Tuy)− v(Tuy′)| du
≤ |v|∞(H(y)−H(y′)) + |v|ηH(y′) max
u∈[0,H(y′)]
d(Tuy, Tuy
′)η  ‖v‖η(infYjH)d(y, y′)η
2
,
by (5.1). The last estimate follows by the same argument using (5.2) instead
of (5.1).
5.1 Martingale-coboundary decomposition
We apply a Gordin type argument [15] to obtain an L2 martingale-coboundary de-
composition. Let B denote the underlying σ-algebra on Y and let B = p¯i−1B. By
Proposition 5.1, |E(V |B)|1 ≤ |V |1 ≤ |v|∞|H|1. Since E(V |B) is constant along stable
leaves, we can write E(V |B) = V ◦ p¯i where V ∈ L1(Y ).
Let P be the transfer operator for the Gibbs-Markov map F : Y → Y .
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Proposition 5.2 Suppose that H ∈ Lp(Y ) for some p ≥ 1. There is a constant
C > 0 such that∑
n≥0
∣∣E(V ◦ F n|B)− V ◦ F n∣∣
Lp(Y )
≤ C‖v‖η,
∑
n≥1 |P nV |L∞(Y ) ≤ C‖v‖η,
for all v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd).
Proof Set γ2 = γ
η2
0 . Let y, y
′ ∈ Y with y′ ∈ W sy . Then
|V (F ny)− V (F ny′)|  ‖v‖ηH(F ny)d(F ny, F ny′)η2  γn2 ‖v‖ηH(F ny),
by Proposition 5.1 and (5.3). Hence |E(V ◦ F n|B)(y) − V (F ny)|  γn2 ‖v‖ηH(F ny)
and
|E(V ◦ F n|B)− V ◦ F n|p  γn2 ‖v‖η |H|p,
so the first sum converges.
Now define g ∈ L1(Y ) and g¯ ∈ L1(Y ) by setting g(y) = infYj H for all y ∈ Yj
and writing g = g¯ ◦ p¯i. By Proposition 5.1, we have |V |  |v|∞ g and |V (y) −
V (y′)|  ‖v‖η g(y)γs(y,y
′)
1 for all y, y
′ ∈ Yj, j ≥ 1, with y′ ∈ W uy . It follows that
|V |  |v|∞ g¯. Arguing as in [36, Sublemma, p. 612] (see [11, Lemma 5.4]), |V (y) −
V (y′)|  ‖v‖η g¯(y)γs(y,y
′)
1 for y, y
′ ∈ Yj (cf. [11, Lemma 5.4]). By Proposition 2.1,
there exists γ ∈ (0, 1) such that |P nV |∞  γn‖PV ‖γ1  γn‖v‖η for n ≥ 1. Hence∑
n≥1 |P nV |∞ <∞, completing the proof.
Corollary 5.3 Let v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd) and suppose that H ∈ Lp(Y ) for some p ≥ 1.
There exists m ∈ Lp(Y ,Rd), χ ∈ Lp(Y,Rd) such that V = m ◦ p¯i + χ ◦ F − χ and
m ∈ kerP .
Moreover, there is a constant C > 0 such that |m|p ≤ C‖v‖η and |χ|p ≤ C‖v‖η
for all v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd).
Proof Define gn = E(V ◦ F n|B) and hn = (P nV ) ◦ p¯i. By Proposition 5.2,
χ =
∑
n≥0(gn − V ◦ F n) +
∑
n≥1 hn
converges in Lp(Y ). Define m = V + χ − χ ◦ F ∈ Lp(Y ). We claim that (i) m is
B-measurable and (ii) E(m|F−1B) = 0. Property (i) ensures that m = m ◦ p¯i where
m : Y → Rd. By property (ii),
(UPm) ◦ p¯i = E(m|F−1B) ◦ p¯i = E(m ◦ p¯i|p¯i−1F−1B) = E(m|F−1B) = 0,
where Uv = v ◦ F . Hence UPm = 0 and so m ∈ kerP .
It remains to verify the claim. We have
m =
∑
n≥0 gn −
∑
n≥0 gn ◦ F +
∑
n≥1 hn −
∑
n≥1 hn ◦ F. (5.5)
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Clearly, gn = E(V ◦ F n|B) is B-measurable. Also, P nV is B-measurable, so hn =
(P nV ) ◦ p¯i is measurable with respect to p¯i−1B = B. Next, gn ◦ F is measurable with
respect to F−1B ⊂ B and similarly for hn ◦ F . Part (i) of the claim follows.
For part (ii) of the claim, note that gn◦F = E(V ◦F n|B)◦F = E(V ◦F n+1|F−1B).
Hence
E(gn ◦ F |F−1B) = E(V ◦ F n+1|F−1B) = E(gn+1|F−1B).
Also,
hn ◦ F = (P nV ) ◦ F ◦ p¯i = (UP nV ) ◦ p¯i = E(P n−1V |F−1B) ◦ p¯i = E(hn−1|F−1B),
so E(hn ◦ F |F−1B) = E(hn−1|F−1B). Substituting into (5.5), E(m|F−1B) =
E(g0|F−1B) − E(h0|F−1B). Finally, h0 = V ◦ p¯i = E(V |B) = g0, so E(m|F−1B) = 0
as required.
Corollary 5.4 Suppose that H ∈ Lp(Y ) for some p ≥ 2. There exists C > 0 such
that
∣∣max1≤k≤n |Vk|∣∣p ≤ Cn1/2‖v‖η for all v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd), n ≥ 1.
Proof As in the proof of Corollary 2.4,
∣∣max1≤k≤n |(m ◦ p¯i)k|∣∣Lp(Y ) =∣∣max1≤k≤n |mk|∣∣Lp(Y )  n1/2|m|Lp(Y )  n1/2‖v‖η. Also, ∫Y maxk≤n |χ|p ◦ F k dµY ≤∫
Y
∑
k≤n |χ|p ◦ F k dµY = n|χ|pp  n‖v‖pη. Since p ≥ 2, the result follows.
5.2 Central limit theorems and moment estimates
We continue to assume the set up from the beginning of the section.
Theorem 5.5 Suppose that H ∈ L2(Y ). Let v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd). Then the statement and
conclusion of Theorem 2.5 holds. That is, (Wn,Wn) →w (W,W) in C([0,∞),Rd ×
Rd×d) on (M,µM), where Wn, Wn, W and W are defined as in Theorem 2.5.
Proof Define W Yn , WYn on (Y, µY ) as in the proof of Theorem 2.5. In place of
Proposition 2.3 and [18, Theorem 4.3], we use Corollary 5.3 and [18, Theorem 5.2]
to deduce that (W Yn ,WYn )→ (W Y ,WY ) in D([0,∞),Rd ×Rd×d) where W Y and WY
are as in step (i) of the proof of Theorem 2.5.
Claims (a)–(c) are verified in exactly the same as in the proof of Theorem 2.5 (with
Corollary 2.4 replaced by Corollary 5.4). The remainder of the proof of step (ii) is
identical to Theorem 2.5, again using [18, Theorem 6.1] to pass the iterated WIP
from Y to Y H and hence M .
Theorem 5.6 Define vt, St as in (2.3). Suppose that inf H > 0.
(a) If H ∈ Lp(Y ) for some p ≥ 2, then there is a constant C > 0 such that
|vt|p−1 ≤ Ct1/2‖v‖η for all v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd), t > 0.
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(b) If H ∈ Lp(Y ) for some p ≥ 4, then there is a constant C > 0 such that
|St|(p−1)/2 ≤ Ct‖v‖2η for all v ∈ Cη0 (M,Rd), t > 0.
Proof The proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 2.8. The only difference
is that χ ∈ Lp(Y,Rd) (instead of χ ∈ L∞(Y,Rd)) but it is easily checked that the
required estimates go through.
6 Singular hyperbolic attractors
In this section, we verify that our main results apply to codimension two singular
hyperbolic attractors, as described in the introduction.
Lemma 6.1 Codimension two singular hyperbolic attractors (Definition 1.2) satisfy
the hypotheses in Section 4 with β arbitrarily large.
Proof We apply the construction in [8], representing the singular hyperbolic attrac-
tor Λ as a suspension Λ = Xh, X = Y τ , where µX(h > t) = O(e
−ct) for some c > 0
and µY (τ > n) = O(n
−β) with β arbitrarily large. By Remark A.2(c), the induced
roof function H = hτ satisfies µY (H > t) = O(t
−β) with β arbitrarily large. (In [8],
our h and τ are denoted τ and ρ respectively.)
Singular hyperbolic attractors have the property that there is a Ho¨lder stable
foliation for the flow [8, Theorem 6.2] and hence the projection p¯i : Y → Y extends
to p¯i : X → X. As in [8, Section 9], we can suppose without loss that h and H
are constant along stable leaves for the flow and hence are well-defined on X and Y
respectively. Define the quotient Poincare´ map f¯ : X → X. By [8, Lemma 8.4], the
induced quotient map F = f¯ τ : Y → Y is Gibbs-Markov.
By [8, Proposition 8.6],
|H(y)−H(y′)| ≤∑τ(y)−1`=0 |h(f¯ `y)− h(f¯ `y′)|  |Fy − Fy′| for y, y′ ∈ Yj, j ≥ 1.
Hence |H(y) − H(y′)|  γs(y,y′)0 for y, y′ ∈ Yj, j ≥ 1. It follows immediately that
|H(y) − H(y′)|  γs(y,y′)0 for y, y′ ∈ Yj, j ≥ 1, so condition (4.1) is satisfied. Also,
since the stable foliation is Ho¨lder,
|H(y)−H(y′)|  |Fy − Fy′|2 for y, y′ ∈ Yj, j ≥ 1. (6.1)
Condition (4.2) is immediate from smoothness of the flow (with η = 1). Singular
hyperbolic flows contract exponentially along stable leaves by definition, so (4.3)
holds. Finally we verify (4.4). There are three steps.
Step 1. We show that |Tux − Tux′|  |x − x′| + |fx − fx′| for all x, x′ ∈ X,
u ∈ [0, h(x)]. The first return time h is either bounded or of the form h = h1 + h2
where h1 is bounded and h2 is the first hit map in a neighbourhood of a steady-state
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for the flow. The claim is clear for bounded return times, so it remains to consider
the first hit map h2. Again, the claim is immediate if the flow near the equilibrium is
linear. By a Ho¨lder version of the Hartman-Grobman theorem, linearity always holds
up to a bi-Ho¨lder change of coordinates completing the proof of Step 1.
Step 2. We show that |Tty − Tty′|  |Fy − Fy′|2 for all y, y′ ∈ Ŷj, j ≥ 1, t ∈
[0, H(y)] ∩ H(y′)]. There exists 0 ≤ `, `′ ≤ τ(y) − 1 such that t ∈ [h`(y), h`+1(y)] ∩
[h`′(y
′), h`′+1(y′)]. Without loss ` ≤ `′. Then t = h`(y) + u = h`(y′) + u′ where
u ∈ [0, h(f `(y)] and u′ = t − h`(y′) ≥ t − h`′(y′) ≥ 0. By Step 1 and smoothness of
the flow,
|Tty − Tty′| = |Tuf `y − Tu′f `y′| ≤ |Tuf `y − Tuf `y′|+ |Tuf `y′ − Tu′f `y′|
 |f `y − f `y′| + |f `+1y − f `+1y′| + |u− u′|
= |f `y − f `y′| + |f `+1y − f `+1y′| + |h`(y)− h`(y′)|.
By (6.1), |h`(y) − h`(y′)|  |Fy − Fy′|2 . By the construction in [8] which is based
on [4, 5], |f `y−f `y′|  |Fy−Fy′|  |Fy−Fy′|2 for ` ≤ τ(y). Hence, |Tty−Tty′| 
|Fy − Fy′|2 as required.
Step 3. We complete the verification of (4.4). Let y, y′ ∈ Ŷ ∩ Yj. Let n = J(t)(y),
n′ = J(t)(y′) where J(t) is as in (4.4), and suppose without loss that n ≤ n′ and
n ≤ s(y, y′). Write Tty = TuF ny, Tty′ = Tu′F ny′ where u ∈ [0, H(F ny)] and u′ ≥ 0.
By Step 2 and existence of an unstable cone field [8, Proposition 4.2], |TuF ny −
TuF
ny′|  |F n+1y − F n+1y′|. Using this and smoothness of the flow,
|Tty − Tty′| = |TuF ny − Tu′F ny′| ≤ |TuF ny − TuF ny′|+ |TuF ny′ − Tu′F ny′|
 |F n+1y − F n+1y′| + |Hn(y)−Hn(y′)|.
By (6.1), |Tty − Tty′| 
∑n+1
j=1 |F jy − F jy′|
2
. By [8, Proposition 4.2], there exists
λ1 ∈ (0, 1) such that |F¯ s(y,y′)y− F¯ s(y,y′)y′| ≥ λ−(s(y,y
′)−j
1 |F jy−F jy′|, so |Tty−Tty′| 
γ
s(y,y′)−n
0 = γ
s(y,y′)−J(t)(y)
0 as required with γ0 = λ
2
1 .
A Tails for induced roof functions
For completeness, we state and prove the following standard result.
Proposition A.1 µY (H > t) ≤ µY (τ > n) + τ¯µX(h > t/n) for all n ≥ 1, t > 1.
Proof Recall that we have the measure-preserving semiconjugacy pi : Y τ → X given
by where µτ = c−1(µY × counting), c = τ¯ . Also, µX = pi∗µτ where pi(y, `) = f `y.
Let h∗(y) = max{h(y), h(fy), . . . , h(f τ(y)−1y)} and define
`(y) = min{` ∈ {0, . . . , τ(y)− 1} : h(f `y) = h∗(y)}.
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Then
µY {H > t, τ ≤ n} ≤ µY (h∗ > t/n) = µY {y ∈ Y : h(f `(y)y) > t/n}
= cµτ{(y, 0) ∈ Y τ : h(f `(y)y) > t/n} = cµτ{(y, `(y)) ∈ Y τ : h(f `(y)y) > t/n}
= cµτ{(y, `(y)) ∈ Y τ : h ◦ pi(y, `(y)) > t/n} ≤ cµτ{p ∈ Y τ : h ◦ pi(p) > t/n}
= cµX{x ∈ X : h(x) > t/n}.
Hence µY (H > t) ≤ µY (τ > n) + µY (H > t, τ ≤ n) ≤ µY (τ > n) + cµX(h > t/n) as
required.
Remark A.2 For completeness, we list some special cases of Proposition A.1:
(a) If µX(h > t) = O(t
−β) and µY (τ > n) decays exponentially, then µY (H > t) =
O((log t)βt−β). (Choose n = C log t with C large.)
(b) If µX(h > t) = O(e
−ct) and µY (τ > n) = O(e−dn), then µY (H > t) =
O(e−(cdt)
1
2 ). (Choose n =
√
ct/d.)
(c) If µX(h > t) = O(e
−ct) and µY (τ > n) = O(n−β), then µY (H > t) =
O((log t)βt−β). (Choose n = at(log t)−1 with a small.)
(d) If µX(h > t) = O(t
−β1) and µY (τ > n) = O(n−β2), then µY (H > t) = O(t−β)
where β =
β1β2
β1 + β2
. (Choose n = tβ1/(β1+β2).)
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